
Re-spin Feature
Any winning combination will trigger the respin 
feature! All winning combinations will pay and 
lock in place, and the non-winning symbols will 
be removed and replaced by new symbols.

AAny new symbols that complete, or add to, a 
winning bet line will lock in place, and then the 
game will pay and respin again. The respin 
continues until there are no more winning 
combinations.

Free Spins Bonus
WWhen you get 3 Bonus Scatter symbols in one 
single round, you get 10 Free Spins! You can 
always see how many Bonus Scatter symbols 
you’ve collected in the Bonus meter.

Free Spins are always played with the highest 
paying animal symbols.

Game ID                    northernsky
Resolution                                16:9
Channels        Desktop & Mobile
Volatility                         4,83 (1-5)
Min bet                                 € 0,10
Max bet                                  € 100
DefDefault bet                                 € 1

Big Win                                                       15x                                                       1 in 77
Super Win                                                  40x                                                    1 in 247
Mega Win                                                   70x                                                    1 in 599
Epic Win                                                    100x                                                  1 in 1214
Max payout times bet                                                               In 1 billion spins 3111               

Base Game                                   71,33%
Free Spin                                      25,24%
Total:                                             96,57%

 Information RTP Game Features 

Win Probabilities

In Northern Sky, you gaze upon the 
stunning sky to catch a glimpse of the 
prizes on offer, as they glisten in the 
bright, colourful polar light.

SSet in the heart of a fictional rural 
landscape in northern Scandinavia, the 
animal-shaped symbols are made out of 
crystals that light up the sky and offer an 
avalanche of wins.

TThe highest paying symbols are shaped 
like the animals of this northern forest, 
such as owls, wolves and bears – and the 
more majestic they are, the more valuable 
they are. The golden dear is the most 
majestic of them all, so this is what you 
want to chase!

ThThis highly volatile 5×3 slot with nine 
paylines features respins on all wins, plus 
a Free Spins Bonus game that includes 
only the highest paying animal symbols!
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